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The Tricks of Maya
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
those earnings He not only supported
Himself but He also served the sangat. In the same way, Mahatma Ravidas also did the job of a cobbler; He
made and sold shoes to other people. He made His livelihood that
way, and with His earnings He also
served the sangat.
Many great people, many rich
people, even kings and emperors of
those times were the disciples of
these Mahatmas. The king of Balakh Bokara and Kings Bir Singh &
Bagail Singh were the disciples of
Kabir Singh. Likewise, King Pipa
and Mira Bai, the queen of Chator,
were the disciples of Ravidas.
We find in the history of Ravidas
that when He was earning His livelihood by mending the shoes of
other people, even God Almighty
could not bear that, because it was a
very hard job for Ravidas. So once
God Almighty came in the form of a
Sadhu to Ravidas and He offered
Him a philosophers stone. The Sadhu
told Him how valuable the philosophers stone was; it could turn iron
into gold. He even demonstrated that;
He turned the needle, which Ravidas used to mend other people's
This Satsang was given in Bangalore, shoes, into gold. He offered him that
India, on July 15, 1993.
philosophers stone, saying, "You

bani of Ravidas is presented to
you, in some places He is referred to as Raidas, in other places
He is called Ravidas. He lived in
Banares and in Kashi, where Kabir
Sahib had done the work of liberating souls.
In the Guru Granth Sahib [the
Sikh holy book], Guru Arjan Dev Ji
Maharaj collected the banis of all
those Mahatmas Who had access to
Sach Khand, Who had reached Sach
Khand irrespective of the community or religion to which They belonged, or Their caste. This was to
show that people belonging to all
different religions or communities
can do the devotion of the Lord. God
has not said, "Only people belonging to a certain religion or community can come and meet Me," anyone who does the devotion of God
Almighty can be with Him, can reach
Him.
Guru Sahib even says, "No one
asks for your caste or religion, whoever meditates upon and remembers
God Almighty becomes His."
Kabir Sahib did the job of weaving cloth for His livelihood and from
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should keep it and you should make
big houses and things like that."
But Ravidas refused, He said,
"Mahatma Ji, whatever I have received, whatever I have gained, it is
only because of earning my livelihood by honest means, by sewing
and mending the shoes of other people. I don't want this, so you take
this back."
So that Mahatma left that philosophers stone there, saying, "Well, if
You don't want it now, maybe You
will later on; whenever You want
You can use it." He left the philosophers stone with Ravidas.
After some time that Mahatma
came back, hoping that Ravidas
would have used that philosophers
stone, that He would have made a
big palace, and that He would be
living a very comfortable life. But
when He came there He found Ravidas in the same condition, so He
asked, "What happened to that philosophers stone?"
Ravidas replied, "It must be lying in the same place where you left
it."
This is an incident of Sawan, Who
was a form of God. Once in the middle of the night Master Sawan had
some pain in His stomach and He
asked His sevadar to go to a nearby
village to get some fennel seeds. In
those days the currency was very
valuable, so Baba Sawan Singh gave
him two pesa. When that sevadar
went to the nearby village to buy the
fennel seeds he could not get any
4

because it was the middle of the
night. So he came back, thinking that
maybe he could give some fennel
seed from the langar to Baba Sawan
Singh. When he gave that fennel
seed to Him, Baba Sawan Singh offered him money. The sevadar said,
"Well, You don't have to do this,
because just as the other people in
the sangat are using the langar food,
there is nothing wrong if You also
eat from the langar."
But Baba Sawan Singh said, "No,
for the sangat, the food of the langar
is parshad, it is like nectar, but for
the Master, for the Saint, it is poison. Because the langar is made by
the donations, by the seva of the sangat. Master blesses it with His grace
and He makes it like nectar for the
other people in the sangat."
Master Sawan Singh used to say,
"The rich people contribute to the
langar and the poor people come and
eat from the langar, the Satguru only
showers His grace upon the langar."
So Mahatmas come into this
world and live a life of example.
They earn Their own livelihood,
They may do farming, They may do
the trading, or They may serve [in
the army], but whatever They do
They earn Their livelihood by honest means.
Kabir Sahib said, "I would rather
die but I will not beg for my own
self. But for the other people's cause
I will not hesitate."
This is why the Masters have instituted the sevas with the body, the
SANT BANI

seva with the money, the seva with
the mind and the seva of the Surat
Shabd.
Every seva has great importance
in its place. The physical seva has
its own importance. You know how
many people have come to this place
and they are comfortable here, they
are resting here-many dear ones
came several days before the program started and they did a lot of
physical seva here. They did a lot of
cleaning and other things here so that
other people could get the benefit.
The reality is that on such a Mahatma, on such a Master there is a
special grace and special blessingsall the grace and blessings of His
Master-in
fact, His Master sits
within Him carrying all the riches
and all the prosperities.
You sing the bhajan, "Whatever
you ask from God, He gives you
that." So God Almighty Himself
takes care of such Mahatmas.
When I placed my weakness in
front of Beloved Lord Kirpal, that
the Negative Power is chasing me,
and how weak I am, He told me that
I don't have to worry about anything because it is His langar and
He will take care of it. So wherever
we have a program, wherever we
have the langar, with His grace we
always have things in abundance.
Even in the West, when we go there
and have the program, so far no one
has complained that they didn't have
things there; everyone says that
everything was in abundance and
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that they didn't have any difficulty.
Many dear ones who used to go
to Rajasthan offered to contribute to
the langar over there, so I told them,
"The reality is that still it is the langar of Master Kirpal; He Himself is
taking care of it, you may contribute
whenever the langar of Ajaib may
start."
It may seem that these words are
coming out from the mouth of a human being, but the disciple who has
firm faith in the Master and the disciple who knows that his Master is
Almighty Lord, he believes in the
words of the Master and he realizes
that whatever the Master has spoken, whatever He has said, is true.
So in the hymn of Ravidas Ji
which is now going to be presented
to you Ravidas Ji Maharaj tells us
that all this world which we see is
nothing but a deception, it is just the
illusion of Maya.*
He says, "Maya is very strong,
very powerful; no one has been
saved after coming in the ring of
Maya. Maya has chewed up even
the great rishis and munis.
0 Lord, prevent this incomparable Maya gram devouring the world).
She is powerful and has controlled everyone, and has
deluded gods, men, and
hermits.

* "Maya"

refers to the personified force who
lures us, "maya" is the collection of things to
which we are attached.

Now He makes a request, a prayer,
to God Almighty, to His Master. He
says, "0 Lord, everyone is surrounded by maya, controlled by maya, neither the demons nor the gods have
been spared by maya."
Money or wealth is maya, but
[fbrther] what the Masters mean by
"maya" is that anything which is not
permanent is maya. It can be anything which our eyes see which
keeps changing. Somewhere it is in
the form of the worldly relationsthe wife, son, daughters and things
like that to whom we are attracted.
So anything which deceives you,
anything which deludes you, and
anything which is not permanent is
maya.
Kabir Sahib says, "Everyone denounces the big maya but no one is
able to renounce the subtle maya. In
the subtle maya all the great rishis,
munis, and all the so-called great
people are drowned."
It was only through the deception
of maya that Jamani Muni, who was
the disciple of Ved Vyas was deceived. Jamani Muni had written a
book on the philosophy of the karmas. It was a very good book regarding the philosophy of the karmas and he presented that book to
his Master Ved Vyas, and he wanted Ved Vyas to recognize it.
Ved Vyas told him that it was
good that he had written the book
but to write something is much different than practicing it. But still Jamani Muni insisted that Ved Vyas
September 1993

recognize it and Ved Vyas thought,
"This disciple of mine now has the
pride that he has written this book."
So He thought, "Let me check
whether he has done any meditation
or not." Jamani Muni was only a
learned scholar; he was not a meditator. He was not going within, so
he had pride that he had written such
a great book.
So one night such a maya was
created by Ved Vyas that He disguised Himself as a pretty woman
and He went out into the wilderness
where Jamani Muni lived. He used
to live away in the wilderness in a
small hut and he had never looked
at a woman before, so Ved Vyas
went there in the form of a princess
and she started crying there saying,
"I have lost my way, I am a princess, so you kindly give me the shelter."
Jamani Muni did not open the
door of his hut for that woman. So
then she started saying, "I have heard
that the Sadhus are the gracious people, they are merciful ones; here I
am in trouble and you should help
me," and other things like that. So
finally Jamani Muni thought, "It's
okay, I will let her come and stay in
my hut, but I will sit outside."
So he opened his hut and let that
woman go in and he locked her up
in the hut saying, "Don't open the
door; even if I ask you to open the
door, you should not open it."
So after some time the maya
started deceiving Jamani Muni and
7

a thought came into his mind, "There
is nothing wrong in talking to her,
maybe I will go into the room and
talk to her and in this way it will be
easier for me to spend this night."
So he asked her to open the door
and she replied, "No, you yourself
have told me I should not open the
door, even if you ask me to, so I
will not open the door."
So under the influence of Maya
he could not control himself. He went
up and broke open the roof and there
he saw Ved Vyas sitting in samadhi.
Then Ved Vyas told him, "Look
here, my dear son, is it not better to
meditate and practice what we write
or what we think of?"
So you can very well imagine the
condition of a disciple in front of
whom the Master appears and tells
him about his mistake.
Kabir Sahib has called this Maya
as, "The snake." He has said, "Maya
has become a snake and those people who have embraced this Maya,
who have embraced this snake, She
devours them." So those who serve
Maya, Maya devours them.
Rare are the Gurumukhs who are
like the snake charmers, those Who
control this Maya, this snake.
Only the true disciples of the perfect Masters can understand the
tricks of Maya and can protect and
save themselves from the tricks and
vices of Maya. Often, very lovingly,
I have said that the rishis and munis
were not bad people; they were good
people who did a lot of meditation.
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They worked very hard in their meditation, but since they didn't have
the guidance of a perfect Master, that
is why they were deceived by Maya.
That is why you hear so many different stories about how those great
rishis and munis were deceived by
Maya. But you will not find any
story about any perfect Master Who
was deceived by Maya. The perfect
Master always tells the disciples that
the realm of Maya is only up to
Triloki. Our true journey starts only
when we rise above these three
worlds, and there, when we rise
above the third plane, there is no
trace of maya, so maya cannot affect those souls who have reached
there.
Kabir Sahib had said, "This is the
Path of doing and not of the mind
and intellect."
It does not mean that we cannot
use the mind and intellect or that we
cannot think and use reason on the
things [in our life]. But before talking to or preaching to others, we
should find out in our own selves,
and think about whether we are doing the things which we are talking
about and we are teaching other people-we should see whether we are
doing them or not."

She assumes different forms
such as child, old person, a
youth of extreme beauty.
Yogis, ascetics, hermits, sanyasis, pundits-none could
escape her.
SANT BANI

Now very lovingly He says, "No
yogi escaped the tricks of Maya."
Because many great yogis such as
Goraknath and Machinder were also
tricked and deceived by Maya. Neither did any sanyasi or renunciate
escape the tricks of Maya. Not even
those who performed different kinds
of austerities were saved from Maya.
Regarding performing the austerities I have told this previously that
I myself performed the rites and rituals. I did the austerities, but I did
not find anything there, that is why I
went to Baba Bishan Das. If I had
found anything from performing the
austerities I would have not gone to
Baba Bishan Das.

Due to the magic of the magician all are puzzled.
Just as the jugglers or performers do
their tricks to entertain the peoplethey have so many different tricks
and so many different things to perform with-and through those tricks
they entertain the people. In the same
way, Maya is also playing all her
tricks and she is keeping everyone
trapped. Maya is keeping everyone
trapped in her traps.
When we come to realize the
tricks of Maya, then we come to
know whether we were a Saint, or
how good or bad we were. That is
why, before we preach to others, before we teach others, we should think
about ourselves, we should know
within ourselves whether we are do-
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ing what we are teaching to others
or not. We should not be like what
Kabir Sahib said, "We are teaching
others, but our own mouth is filled
with all the sand and dirt. We take
care of other people's courtyards,
but our own house is on fire."
All day long we go on telling people, "Abstain from lust, get away
from anger, don't be greedy-" and
we tell people to do this and to do
that-but if we ourselves are involved in all those things which we
are telling people not to do, then
what kind of person are we?
So first we have to protect our
own house and then worry about
other people's courtyards.

Whosoever sees it (maya), is
lost in it.
Only a disciple of a perfec~
Master understands its secrets.
Mahatma Ravidas says, "This
doesn't mean that no one has escaped the tricks of maya." Most of
the people of this world are attached
to the worldly things. We think that
all these things belong to us, or we
belong to them and these are the
things which will go with us. Most
of us are attracted to the maya and
we are duped by it. Mahatma Ravidas says, "Only the true disciple of
the perfect Master, only the true son
of God Almighty is the one who has
not been trapped by the maya. Because he knows all the tricks of the
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maya and he knows how to handle
them."
Kabir Sahib says, "Maya goes to
the court of the sadhu and requests
Him saying, 'You liberate others.
Why don't you shower grace on me
and why don't you do good to me?' "
Only the disciples of the perfect
Master who go within know the real
glory of the Master and the real importance of the Master. Only they
know which Powers go and bow
down at the Feet of their Master.
Often I have said that those who
have believed the words of their
Master, those who have done the
meditation of the Master, they have
never said that this Path or these
teachings are false. Those who did
the meditation they became of the
Master.
Sitting outside we go on talking
until we have done the meditation.
This is why the Masters always go
on telling us that you should do the
meditation, go within, and see the
Reality yourself.

She has conquered all the
Khands and Brahmands,
In this way she shows her
glory.
She has stolen the hearts of
all;
They all run afrer her.
Now He says, "What to talk about
this world, even if someone is able
to rise above the physical body, to
rise above this physical plane and

goes to the astral plane, even over
there there is astral maya."
The astral world is much more
beautiful than this physical world,
the causal world is even much more
beautiful than the astral world and
the most beautiful is the world of
light.

On account of all this, their
happiness is gone,
She says to all, "I am yours.
0 Lord, keep your gracious
eye on me and Jnish my
distress.
"

So Ravidas Ji Maharaj says, "0
Lord, I am a poor one, I am the
lowly one, the humble one. When
not even the great yogis and renunciates, or those who performed the
austerities were able to escape from
the tricks of Maya, where do I stand
in front of them, because I am a
poor one, a lowly one? I have come
to Your refuge, You have to protect
me. I am a little worried about how
You will protect me, because I am
such a lowly and poor one, but it is
up to You. Since I have taken refuge in You, You have to protect me."
You may have read in the Anurag Sagar [see The Ocean of Love]
how those three gods who were
responsible for creating this creation:
Brahma created this creation and
Vishnu is responsible for destruction
and Mahesh is responsible for sustaining, nourishing this creationeven those three were deceived by
SANT BANI

loved Master. He says, "0 Beloved
Lord, when there is no place in these
three worlds where I can go and hide
Ravidas says, "I have become
myself to escape the tricks of Maya,
where can I go and find a refuge?
sad, where can one run
You kindly shower grace upon me
a way?
so that I may get dissolved in You,
Here and there, You are the
so that I may become one with You."
only one.
So just as Ravidas Ji Maharaj has
I'll be absorbed in You alone.
done, we should also do the meditaSo very lovingly Ravidas Ji Maharaj tion of Shabd Naam and make our
makes a prayer in front of His be- life pure and holy.
Maya, so where does the poor jiva
stand in front of them?"

"
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Sitting at Heaven's Door
a personal experience of the Bangalore program, July 1993
DASA HOFFMAN

The journey to Master's feet in South
India was for me a journey of rediscovery. Each time that I have been
blessed with the opportunity to be in
His august presence, I've been
brought by His grace to a new awakening of the purpose and intent of
Sant Mat, of the privilege and good
fortune of being a Satsangi. Each
opportune time, the hue and color of
Naam deepens a little.
He has said that it is the Master,
the Shabd Guru, who pulls the disciple to His resplendent feet, and I
was shown in a very clear, powerful
and graceful way how true this is.
One afternoon I lay down to rest a
bit, and while in that twilight space
between sleep and wakefulness, a
vision came to me of how God in
His mercy and love is seeking us,
how God is calling us, is longing for
us. How God through the physical
Form of Beloved Sant Ji, through
the inner Radiant Form is always
there to embrace us, is always there
present within us. And how on our
part we may be receptive to that.
When I sat up on my cot, I felt a
sense of astonishment at this realization, at how really simple it all
was. My mind had made it such a
burden, had made the Path at times
seem so difficult. Which brought
back so vividly the meaning of Sant
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Ji's saying, "Don't see meditation
as a burden." It was not for me to
fret and fuss, to strive and worry,
which in many instances led to an
ego inflation and the mind would
say, "Oh look at me, aren't I great,
aren't I wonderful, I sat for four
hours today," or six or whatever
length of time. Like a wrestler out
to win a contest. Or conversely the
mind might also say, "You didn't sit
much today, you did a lot of talking
and visiting, you're a failure; Master doesn't love you anymore."
These thoughts would inevitably lead
to a state of depression or some other cloudy mood associated with guilt
and inadequacy. Coming or going,
these are tricks of the mind.
The vision or message was one
of simplicity, mercy, forgiveness,
and love. God is omnipresent, always right there at the center of our
being, waiting for us to step beyond
the veil of maya, with the courage
of a warrior and the heart of a child,
simultaneously. This doesn't mean
we have nothing to do, or that we
can be lax and lazy. No, we must
make the effort to reform ourselves
and strive for purity in thought, word
and deed, for ethical living is a stepping stone to spirituality, as Master
Kirpal used to say. He also said it
was an effortless effort. Go like a
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child, full of wonder and awe, full
of innocence and love. Go jolly.
The next day my interview with
Master came up and my old nemesis, the mind, started with his last
ditch effort of entanglements of
doubt by pointing out to me with a
tenacious persistence bordering on a
sort of frenzy that I had made many
mistakes, had stumbled and fallen
and was well nigh unforgiveable and
a real rascal to boot, and that I might
as well pack up and go home, that I
was totally unworthy and had no
right to be there, to be on this tour.
I thought how strange it was that
this same mind didn't mention all
the many positive things that I had
done, being on the tour to Bangalore being one of them. It wouldn't
let go of rolling around in the dirt.
Consequently I didn't feel too good,
and was actually afraid of going in
to my interview, thinking I must be
the worst one of all. It didn't dawn
on me until later that I could have
been going through an intense
cleansing, a scrubbing out of the
vessel.
Just then a family emerged and
came down the steps of Master's
bungalow, beaming with smiles, and
vibrating with the love and mercy of
the Saint. My shoulders had been
aching and tight as stones for months
as I stored and carried all my builtup tensions and uptightness in that
part of my body. I looked at these
people, and then remembered the
previous day's vision. Very power14

fully it came to me how He brought
me here, He wants me here. It was a
song inside me-He
brought me
here, He wants me here, He loves
me. My shoulders started tingling at
first, then felt very warm like they
were being massaged by warm hands
that released and relieved them of
their burden. Then my name was
called and I went into the Lion's
den, still a little afraid but knowing
at this point that what was about to
be devoured was the mind's own
fear, and the child, the child of the
Supreme Father, would stand naked
and free and fearless.
As soon as I saw Him and knelt
at His feet, I knew I was home. His
eyes, His presence, are so endearing, so purifying, so Holy. He greeted me, He blessed some parshad. I
had no questions but managed to get
out how I had wavered on the Path
and could He ever forgive me. As I
said this I looked down at His Feet.
Immediately I felt His whole being
reach out to me, and I looked back
up into His eyes which had never
left me for a second, and He said
with the kindest, most loving voice
and look, "Dear son, the Master always forgives. The Mind is your
only enemy."
Upon leaving, and indeed for the
rest of the program, I literally felt
reborn. Satsang that night was like
sitting at Heaven's door. A whole
new fresh perspective opened up before me. Sant Ji appeared so healthy
and even youthful. His every move-

ment and gesture was brimming over
with vitality and strength.
The evening Satsangs were very
powerful. To see Him come into the
Hall, which was packed with south
Indians and a couple hundred Westerners, was a sight only the most
fortunate eyes could behold. Dressed
in immaculate white, He moved to
the dais slowly, giving darshan. Master Kirpal once said about the Master, "His very moving on the earth is
a Satsang." His answer was in response to a question from a disciple
asking if the Master would give them
Satsang all day. So here I was, fortunate beyond measure to witness
this "moving upon the earth" of the
God Power or word made flesh, and
even more fortunate and blessed to
have the recognition that I was partaking of this most sublime and
sacred event.
The last evening, the last Satsang, was particularly powerful and
charged. When He finished speaking, He gracefully walked off the
platform and slowly walked through
the Hall. There was absolute silence
as a thousand pairs of eyes followed
His glorious form, until He stopped

close to the entrance of the hall and
turned and raised His arm, hand extended, and waved farewell. A thousand arms spontaneously shot up in
reply with each heart, each person
present, feeling and knowing that He
was saying Good-bye to them personally.
I walked over to the windows that
faced the street in front of the hall.
His car appeared to move more slowly than usual so as to give the dear
ones one last glimpse. The interior
light was on and you could see Him
very clearly. To my utter amazement
and surprise, there sat Master Kirpal; every line, every feature, the
turban, the beard, the posture, every
detail, it was Him totally. It was so
unexpected and sudden it took my
breath away and left me standing
with a pounding heart and tears
streaming down my cheeks. To see
Him whom I haven't seen for so long
was a fitting conclusion to the program, and left a very deep impression on me that 1'11 never forget and
will always cherish. As Sant Ji sings,
"Hail Hail Satguru Kirpal, we have
only Your support."

--

INDIA TRIPS - COIPRECTION NOTICE
There w a s a misprint in the July 1993 magazine, regarding
India groups for next year. The Ahmedabad Program is
scheduled for September 1994, rather than October.
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God Definitely Showers Grace on Us
Three short talks fvom the Bangalore Program

Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
-

-

July 14,1993
THANK OUR Beloved Gurudev Lords Sawan and Kirpal Who
have given us this opportunity to sing Their praises. You sing
the bhajan in which it says that you will become free from the
snares of yama only when you will sing the bhajans of the Master. Singing the bhajans is not like performing any rites and
rituals. It is a way of expressing our gratitude to the Master.
Regarding the bhajans, Master used to say that these are the
yearnings of the pure hearts. Suppose we are sitting on the other
side of a fire, the wind which blows through the fire brings
warmth to us. In the same way, these bhajans are the yearnings,
these are the feelings of those pure souls who did not have the
fire of passions like lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism. So
only those bhajans which are the yearnings of such pure hearts,
only those bhajans which are written by the perfect Masters are
worth reading.
I was the very fortunate one because I got many opportunities
to sing the bhajans at the feet of my beloved Master. He would
listen to my bhajans with much affection and love. Not only
would He listen to the bhajans with love and affection, but also
He gave His grace, because God whom we praise through our
bhajans definitely showers grace upon us. This was the bhajan
which I sang to Him on my first meeting with the Master: "Today
is the blessed day, it has come with much good fortune. Today I
have got the darshan of my beloved Master."
So only those dear ones who have practiced singing the bhajans
should raise their hands. Those who have had the opportunity to
sing the bhajans earlier should not raise their hands, because we
should allow the other people who want to sing, and those who
have practiced, to sing the bhajans. Please do read out the page
number so that it may become easier for the other dear ones to
find the bhajan in their book.
September 1993
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Blzaja~ztalk, Bangalore, July 18,1993
rn

1HANKS TO Beloved Master for giving us this opportunity

to sing His praises and to be in His rememberance. It's a very
nice, loving environment over here, and I don't feel like leaving
this environment, but you know that one program follows the
other one, and if I miss or delay one program that will upset the
whole schedule. Not everyone got the opportunity to sing the
bhajans here. Wherever you are in the sangat, and if you get a
chance to sing a bhajan, you should take advantage of that chance.
Now we should start the program of doing our Bhajan and
Simran. All of you please close your eyes and start meditating.
In a group in which the Colombian dear ones come, there is a
lot of emotion, a lot of yearning to sing the bhajans. Russell
Perkins says that when the Colombian dear ones are here it is
very difficult to get an opportunity to sing the bhajans. You have
to wait a long time.
Okay, all of you please close your eyes and start doing the
Siinran.
18
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Meditatiorz Talk, Bangalore, July 1993
T

1 BOW DOWN at the feet of Lords Sawan and Kirpal, not once
but millions of times. Often I have said that we can truly bow
down at the feet of our Master, we can express our gratitude to
Him in the real sense only when we concentrate our attention at
the Eye Center.
All the Saints and Mahatmas have said that the liberation is in
the Naam. Only by doing the meditation of Naam can the jiva
rise above the planes of the mind and maya. And only by getting
into the ship of Naam can the jiva cross this ocean of life. Kabir
Sahib lovingly says that God Almighty Himself has created this
ship of Naam and He has given this ship of Naam to His beloved
Saints and Mahatmas.
Those who get into this ship of Naam with firm faith and firm
determination, they easily cross over this ocean of life. And those
who get into this ship of Naam with shaky faith and with not
much determination, they still get kicked and knocked in this
jungle of worldly pleasures.
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Meditation of the Shabd Naam is the only best thing. Those
who go to the feet of the Satgum after understanding the Satguru
and having faith in Him, those who do the meditation of Shabd
Naam are saved from the passions and the worldly pleasures.
Naam is the only thing which blesses us with the purity.
Gum Nanak Dev Maharaj lovingly says that those who do the
meditation of the Shabd Naam, they themselves get liberated
and they also liberate their families and their sangats. So it becomes our responsibility to meditate on the Naam about which
the Saints and Mahatmas have talked so much.
We should not pay any attention to what's happening over
here, we should not even remain aware of who is coming and
who is going, we should just sit here with all of our attention and
we should do the Simran non-stop.
All of you please close your eyes and start meditating.

The Best Solitude is Within
Master Kupal Singh
to give us a meditation sitting at 9:15 a.m. It was held
inside the Meeting Hall at his suggestion
because the sun on the porch outside,
even at this early hour, had been too
fierce the day before. His first words on
climbing onto the low bed which had
been prepared as a platform were, "Are
you all going strong?" He then supervised the placing of some o f his children
who had been waiting for him on the
grass outside, and now couldn't find
room on the crowded floor: "You can
sit on the chair, no ticket. One man can
sit here, this side. Make room for one
there. That's all right. One or two can
come here. Anybody else want a chair?"
He started the meditaeion instructions
by saying, "Now be ready to die! Everybody wants to be alive, is it not? This is
quite the reverse. Men who come here,
they want to die. Learn how to die! Meditation means die. Are you ready to die?
Then be joyful, you see."
One and rx half hours later he broke
ur o f f by saying, "Leave o f f please," and
asked for the count. W e raised our
hands to show what we had seen inside,
by His Grace; and as is his custom, he
jotted the numbers down on a scmp of
paper-this
morning on the back o f a
small business card. It was during this
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A S T E R ARRIVED

A meditation sitting and talk given
February 24, 1974, at Manav Kendra,
Dehra Dun, India.
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count that Master turned to this Satsangi and asked, "Why are you putting
this down?" He managed to reply, "For
historical accuracy," which did not seem
.to impress the Muster. But seen from
our level o f understanding, we are so
fil!ed with amazement and deep gratitude for the gift o f inner Light and
Sound, that we wish to keep a record of
the count as a living tribute to the
greatness and compassion o f our Beloved Master.
The count was as follows:

10
19
70
35
42
51
79
25

7
8
2

saw the Master's Form
saw strong red sunlight
saw ordinary red or purple light
saw strong moonlight
saw ordinary white light or white
clouds
saw pale light or golden light
saw blue sky and stars
saw the big star, the big moon or
small moon
crossed the moon or it burst
saw only flashes of light
saw no light

Out o f the 140 Western Satsangis sitting, most o f them had stayed on from
rhe Unity o f Man Conference which had
been held three weeks earlier. (By far
the largest proportion were Americans;
there were also Canadians, Germans,
Greeks, Frenchmen, Africans. South
Americans, and Englishmen.)
The count was followed by further
meditation instructions emphasizing the
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importance of accuracy and not wasting
our time while we are with the Master in
idle talk and gossip. He emphasized once
again that what we are receiving inside
is the Bread and Water of Life.
Master then gave us a short talk:
bears no fruit, what is
its fate? It is used for burning. A
tree is known by the fruit it bears. So
this is the Bread and Water of Life; the
diet of the soul. All Masters have made
reference to it in their scriptures.
Maulana Rumi says, "Well look here,
just rise above the turret of the body,
and catch hold of the Sound that is
coming from above; the Voice of God
calling you back home-'Come
back
home, children!'."
Do you know how to concentrate?
How much time do you need? It is very
simple. The learned and unlearned both
have to do the same thing.
Two men went to a teacher: "Sir, we
have come to learn." One was unlearned
and the other was learned. To the unlearned man he said, "Well, look here,
here are the stairs--one hundred steps;
it will take you to the roof of the building and when you reach it, you'll see the
full sun rising." The unlearned man
started right up.
To the learned man, the teacher said.
"Well, dear friend, I'll charge you double fee." "But I'm a learned man! Why?"
"Because I have to make you unlearned
first."
"But," says the learned man, "where
is the proof 1-11 see the light above?"
First question: is there proof? He wants
proof; he doesn't go by the word of the
teacher. Then the teacher has to quote
from scriptures-such and such Master
says this, and such and such Master says
that, and such and such scripture says
something else.
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"All right, if I go up and my foot slips,
then what happens?" More questions. Finally he tries going up. Then he says, "It
is all dark." One day, two, three, four,
five days pass; he goes up one step. He
says, "It is still dark," because he has
not reached the roof. His attention is
still on the way, you see. You have to
come to the seat of the soul in the body,
that's at the back of the eyes.
I also find learned people like that.
One says, "When I sit in the sun I see
light, but not at nighttime." So when he
is sitting and the sun is out, he is thinking of the sun outside; how can he see
light within? At night when it is all darkness outside, he sits, he says it is all
darkness. His whole attention is on the
darkness outside. How can he see light
at night? You follow? These are the
theories of learned people.
So learning is a garland of flowers
around the neck of a practical man. He
will explain to you in so many ways; but
the work that has to be done is to be
done the same by the learned or unlearned, the young or old.
The teachings of all the Masters are
the same for all-the Inner Way. If you
are learned or not, rich or poor, you are
a human being first. And God happily
resides in the same building you are in.
Had it been anywhere else it would have
been very difficult to find Him. Spirituality is not so difficult as we have made
it; even a little child understands it. The
more a man becomes learned, the more
it appears difficult. All you have to do is
bring your whole attention towards it.
That gives you more consciousnessyour own consciousness brought in at
one place. When you come in contact
with higher consciousness, then you become all-wise. God is all wisdom. Don't
you see this is so simple? Is it difficult?
You can do it in one day, ten days, ten
SANT BANI

months, ten years, ten births. Why not
do it all at once and finish it off? Don't
you want to sleep in the lap of the Father? How long will you be frittering
away time in idle talk or idle pursuits?
As you see, the very atmosphere of
this place [Manav Kendra] is calm, quite
cut off from the hubbub of the town. But
the best solitude is within your own self.
Keep your attention all within your own
self. Emerson, when he wanted to find
a refuge, a separate place all alone, went
to an inn, where hundreds come and
hundreds go, where nobody cares; you
care for nobody and they care for nobody. You are left alone to your own
self. In restaurants or hotels hundreds
are coming and going, coming and going. You can sit down and enjoy your
inner peace. So the best solitude is within
your own self.
If you find God in this body, this
temple, won't you kiss it? If you meet
God will you not kiss Him? If you find
He's in this building you will kiss even
the walls.

So sit in such a company that gives
you-what you say-radiation. Yesterday in the school here you saw the little
children. One was Mohammedan, he
prayed in Arabic. Well, speak of God in
any language you know, that makes no
difference. English or Latin or Greek
or Arabic or Hindi or Punjabi, it's all
right.
You get it? When you laugh, don't
you laugh alike, whether you are German, Greek, Russian, or Chinese? Your
eyes flash. When you have joy within,
naturally your eyes will be radiating
Light.
In this atmosphere you will find no
poisons of the world. This is Manav
Kendra-you see now?
Would you not like to go now? Put in
as much time as you possibly can. Quite
buoyant, quite fresh, at all times. When
you close your eyes, see Him. See Him
when you cut off from the outside; we
have our living and being in Him.
God bless you all.
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To Obey the Orders of the Master
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
to Beloved Lords
Sawan and Kirpal. They showered so much grace upon us. Leaving Their home, Sach Khand, They
came down into this world of suffering to liberate us from this deep
well of suffering. Master Sawan
Singh Ji used to call this world as a
deep well of sufferings. Showering
so much grace upon us, our Beloved
Lords came into this world to liberate us. A person who teaches a parrot to speak words sits behind a mirror; he says the words and the parrot
imitates him. The parrot thinks that
there is no one there to teach him
and that he himself is learning it. So
in that way, from behind the curtain,
our Master taught us so many things.
Graciously He explained to us every
single thing, in detail, but because
of our mind-since it is the habit of
the mind to create doubts and ask
questions-we keep having doubts
and questions, even though the Masters have often said, "This is the Path
of doing; this is not the Path of reasoning or asking questions."
If we were to go within then all
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our questions would be answered,
because when we go within the Inner Path becomes as clear as an open
book.
Maharaj Ji used to say, "The
teacher has his own responsibilities
and duties to perform and, in the
same way, the student also has certain duties or responsibilities to attend to."
In the same way the disciples in
this Path of the Masters have been
given only that job which they can
easily do and that is the job of doing
the Bhajan and Simran. When the
disciples perform their duties well
the Master does not hesitate, He does
not wait even for a minute, while
performing His duties.
Okay now you can ask your questions.

Master forgive me for asking You
this question. On one occasion when
Master Kirpal was in Bogota, after
one of His talks I didn 't realize, or I
wasn't aware, that people had been
asked to close their eyes, and then I
realized that everyone had their eyes
This question and answer session closed except myse& So I kept on
was given in Bangalore, India, on looking at the Master and in a
July 16, 1993.
very fascinating way Master Kirpal
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started transforming or becoming
dzflerent Saints. My question is: Why
do the Saints request us to close our
eyes when we are in front of Them?
Wouldn't it be better to remain with
our eyes wide open when we are in
front of the Master as I did in 19 72
with Master Kirpal Singh?
It is possible that many other dear
ones may be having this question, or
that this question may be coming up
in their minds again and again. It is
a very interesting question and you
should listen to the answer to this
question with much attention.
Just as a child who goes to school
is an ignorant one-he doesn't know
anything-if he is told not to read
the books but only to look at them,
he will never learn anything. Of
course he will get this pride or ego
that he has been going to the school
for so many years, but in fact he
will learn nothing.
In this way, first of all it is very
important to obey what the Master
says. Often 1 have said that I got the
habit of obeying the commandments
and keeping the discipline of the time
and other things from the army, because in the army it is a rule that
first you carry out the work which
you have been given, first you obey
the orders, and later on if you have
any doubts or questions you can ask
them.
It was only because of this habit
of obeying the orders and keeping
the discipline that when Master Kir26

pal Singh, after making a very long
journey, came to my ashram I was
able to obey Him. For twenty-five
years of His life, Master Kirpal Singh
Ji went on giving the teachings to
the people. In the same way, Master
Sawan Singh also spent forty-five
years of His life and He came to
give the teachings to the people. But
the question is: how many people
were ready to receive what They had
to offer and how many people actually received from Them what They
had come to give? People got the
grace from the Masters according to
their receptivity, according to the
vessels they had made for it.
Many times we see the dear ones
who are recently initiated; they come
to the Master, they come into the
Master's presence, and they get their
cups filled up with the grace and
they become intoxicated. We can see
how much they feel intoxicated, we
don't see that kind of intoxication in
many dear ones who have been initiated thirty or forty years ago. This
is because every soul has a background. The dear ones who have
been initiated for a very long time
have a lot of karma, some of them
have a lot of burden, a lot of karmas
to be paid off to the Negative Power. Even though the Light and Sound
are present within them, still they
are not able to see the Light or hear
the Sound because they are still paying off the karmas of the Negative
Power. This doesn't mean that they
will never see the Light or hear the
SANT BANI

Sound or that they will always continue paying off the karmas. If they
develop receptivity and obey the instructions of the Master, if they do
their meditation with love and faith,
they can also pay off their karmas
very quickly. They can also see the
Light and feel intoxicated in the
same way as the other dear ones.
Often I have said that for a true
disciple, for a true dear one, the corning of a true sincere soul near the
Master is like bringing dry gunpowder in contact with fire. Just as it
takes time to dry damp gunpowder,
in the same way, if the disciple is
not prepared, then it takes time for
him to develop receptivity. It is as if
there is a lamp which has a clean
glass, it is filled with oil, and the
wick is there and the match stick is
there-it just takes a second to strike
the match stick and the light is on.
But if the lamp is not put together, it
takes time; first we have to put it
together and then we can light it up.
In the same way, the souls who
have prepared themselves, and the
souls who have good karmas in their
background-it is possible that they
may have met with the Master in
their earlier days-so when those
souls come in contact with the Master, since they are already prepared,
it doesn't take much time for them
to develop receptivity and get grace
and intoxication from the Master.
This has been published earlier
in Sant Bani Magazine and you can
understand the answer to this quesSeptember 1993

tion if you read about my life. You
know that right from my childhood
I always had the feeling that I had
lost something. I did not know what
it was, but I would always wonder,
"Will I ever get that thing which I
feel I have lost?" It was only because of that feeling that I came in
contact with Baba Bishan Das.
I have said a lot about Baba
Bishan Das, that he was a very strict
Mahatma. Even though he belonged
to the royal family of the state of
Nabha in Punjab and he had all the
facilities-he could have lived a very
comfortable life-still he preferred
to live a very hard life. He was a
learned scholar of that time, but still
he did all sorts of austerities, he did
all sorts of things only in search of
God. What have our Masters taught
us? That this Path is the Path of doing the practices in an easy way, in
a natural way; this is not the Path of
doing the strict practices.
When Baba Bishan Das went to
Baba Amolak Das, who was not a
very learned scholar as Baba Bishan
Das was, he did not ask Him any
questions, he did not mention any
book or anything like that, he only
said, "Master, please liberate me
from this hell."
Baba Amolak Das then ordered
him to bring thorny bushes from the
wilderness and make a fence in an
area which did not belong to Baba
Amolak Das and which did not have
any crop or anything which needed
any protection. Still Baba Amolak
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Das ordered Baba Bishan Das to do
that job. For a month and a half Baba
Bishan Das went into the jungle,
brought thorny bushes, and made a
fence. Only after Baba Bishan Das
had obeyed and followed that order
of Baba Amolak Das, did Baba
Amolak Das give him the Initiation
into the first Two Words and teach
him to meditate.
When Master Sawan Singh was
stationed at the Murree Hills, His
beloved Gurudev, Baba Jaimal Singh
travelled a lot and went to Murree
Hills to find Baba Sawan Singh.
Wasn't there anyone on the way to
whom Baba Jaimal Singh could have
given Initiation? Baba Jaimal Singh
went all the way to Murree Hills to
find Baba Sawan Singh because he
had a past connection with Him.
In the same way, seven years before Master Kirpal Singh physically
met Baba Sawan Singh, Master Kirpal Singh was seeing Him within, in
his meditation. Wasn't there anyone
else for Baba Sawan Singh to whom
He could have given His Darshan?
No, it was only because of the past
connection between Baba Sawan
Singh and Master Kirpal Singh that
He appeared in him seven years before He met him physically.
In the same way, this poor soul
who is sitting in front of you had
neither heard any criticism nor any
praise of Master Kirpal Singh. But
one year before I met with Master
Kirpal Singh physically He started
coming within me in the Form of
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Swami Ji Maharaj; He had short
hair and His moustache was also
trimmed. Only a few days before I
met Him physically, He started coming within me in His actual Form.
When I met Him I said, "0 True
Lord, this is how You used to appear within me."
He said, "This is all because of
the grace of Master Sawan Singh."
It is very difficult to understand a
Saint and it is very difficult to understand the words or teachings of
the Masters. This is where the
learned people make mistakes. Tulsi
Sahib has said, "If anyone claims
that he has understood the Master,
God forbid, I touch my ears. It is
not possible."
Now I am coming back to your
question, I have tried to make it very
brief and all that I have said was
important because it was related to
the question.
You know, as I have often said,
when Master IOrpal Singh came to
my ashram, He told people, "Those
who want to see God should close
their eyes." Now this is something
you should think about patiently, pay
attention to it. He said that those who
want to see God should close their
eyes. Everyone closed their eyes except me, because what I understood
from Him was that He was saying
that those who want to see God
should close their eyes. Some people even complained to Master a r pal that I was not closing my eyes.
You know that the soul who has
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been yearning for God Almighty
from his previous births and also
from this birth, if he has spent most
of his life in searching for God Almighty, and if his yearning is very
strong, when he gets an opportunity
to be in the Presence of God Almighty, you can understand what he
will do at that time. On such a soul
God Almighty also showers His
grace, Master also showers His
grace. So that is why, when people
complained to Master Kirpal that I
was not closing my eyes, I said,
"Master, You have said that those
who want to see God should close
their eyes. But when I can see God
Almighty in front of me without
closing my eyes, then what is the
use of closing my eyes?"
Now this is something that one
can say only if he has the grace of
the Master. Because to believe in
any human being that he is God Almighty is very difficult. One gets
this understanding, one gets this belief, only if that Master Himself
showers grace upon that soul.
This was the experience which I
had on my very first meeting with
my Master: There was one person
there who was not a Satsangi; he
said, "This Master is not a human
being; He is not a man. He has just
assumed the body of a man but in
fact he is God." He said that he could
see the Light in Him.
So dear ones this understanding
comes only to those souls whose vessel is prepared, who are receptive,
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and this happens only if the Master
Himself showers His grace upon
them.
All of you know about Seth Hirala1 [Pappu's father]; he was an initiate of Master Kirpal Singh. When
Master Kirpal Singh left His body
of five elements, left this physical
world-you
know that when the
Masters leave Their bodies always
there is some trouble afterwards
amongst Their disciples. So because
of that, Hiralal did not continue going to the Satsangs, instead he started going to a Gurdwara: Gungasahib
Gurdwara.
When it came in the Will of Lord
Kirpal that I should go to Delhi, even
though I did not know anyone in
Delhi, because I had been sitting underground and spending my life like
that. But it was in the Will of Lord
Kirpal that I should come out, and I
went to Delhi. So when I went to
Delhi I did not know anyone, but
when I stayed with Hiralal, even at
that time he used to visit Gungasahib Gurdwara. So when he realized, when he understood the reality, he came and he fell at my feet.
You could have read in the magazine about when he left his body.
So the meaning of this is that
those who have understood the reality of the Master, who have understood the grace of the Master and
the importance of Satsang, they can
never leave it. They always realize
the Master; they always understand
the Master as the Master is.

Hiralal used to say, "Masters say
that They do not perform miracles,
but it is my experience that Masters
do nothing but perform the miracles."
So dear ones, those who have
such firm faith and determination,
they become receptive to the grace
of the Master. Even among you there
are many dear ones who have had
such experiences, and they tell me
about them when they come to see
me in the private darshans.
The question was about seeing or
looking at the Master with your eyes
open. You know all these Masters
Whom I have mentioned and Whose
examples I have given to you, They
looked at Their Masters as Baba
Sawan Singh looked at Baba Jaimal
Singh. He saw Master Jaimal Singh
a lot, but He also did what Baba
Jaimal Singh told Him to do.
Baba Sawan Singh worked very
hard in meditation. Whenever He
would be bothered by sleep, He
would stand up. He had made a
wooden stand which was called a
beragan, and standing with the support of that beragan He used to meditate. He would stand all night and
meditate like that. For many days
He would not come out of the meditation room. He worked very hard
in His meditation according to the
orders of His Master Baba Jaimal
Singh.
Master Kirpal Singh had made the
bank of the River Ravi the place for
His meditation. He would go there
and He would stand in the waters of
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River Ravi and He would meditate
like that. He also saw His Master,
Baba Sawan Singh, with His open
eyes, but He also did what Baba
Sawan Singh asked Him to do.
In the same way, I also got many
opportunities to behold my beautiful
Lord, I saw Him with my open eyes,
but He made me sit underground for
five years and He made me do the
meditation.
Why are we asked to close our
eyes and do the meditation? It is because our Master wants us to see the
Reality in our within so that we may
not lose our faith. Because if we have
not seen the Reality, the Real Form
of the Master within, then it is possible that if a few people would criticize our Master we would lose faith
in Him. But if we have seen our
Master within, then no matter what
people say, whether they criticize
Him or praise Him, they do not affect us, because we know what our
Master is.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to
say, "It is like this: if you have seen
a bullock with your own eyes, no
matter if the whole world says that
it is not a bullock, that it is some
other animal, still you would not believe them."
In the same way, if we have seen
our Master within then it doesn't
matter what other people may say
about Him because then our faith
will remain strong all the time.
So Kabir Sahib says, "First of all
you become the perfect ones. Once
SANT BANI

you have become the perfect ones,
then it doesn't matter if your eyes
are open or closed, because when
you have manifested His Form within you, when you have seen Him
within, afterwards wherever you
look, you will see only His Form,
because that enchanting, attractive
Form of the Master will never leave
you."
Kabir Sahib had said, "Neither
do I close my eyes nor do I plug my
ears, I don't even give pain to my
body. With my open eyes, happily I
have the darshan of my beloved
Lord."
We get enough time and opportunity to have the darshan of the
Master during the Satsangs or when
the Master is walking by us. We
should try to take advantage of that
time; we should fill ourselves up with
that darshan.
Earlier also I told you the story
of Mana who was an initiate of Guru
Arjan Dev Maharaj. We should not
follow the example of Mana. Mana
was such a disciple who would not
do anything in the langar, he would
only eat from the langar but he would
not clean the vessels, he would not
clean the floor, he would not do any
seva. When the people in charge
would tell him that he should do this
or that seva he would say, "No, I
will not obey my equals! I will do
only what my Master will tell me."
So the dear ones complained to
Guru Arjan Dev about Mana. Masters know everything about what the
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dear ones have in their heart and
Guru Arjan Dev knew that Mana
would not even obey the order of
his Master. So Guru Arjan Dev
called him and He told him, "Okay,
go out into the jungle, collect some
wood, burn the fire and you sit in
that fire."
Mana said, "Okay, I will do that
because it is Your order." He thought
that it was very easy. He went into
the jungle, collected some wood and
he even started the fire, but he did
not have the courage to get into that
fire. When he felt the heat he was
frightened and he just went around
and around the fire.
Then a robber, or thief, came
there who had a lot of stolen wealth
from some rich person's home. He
knew the police were chasing him,
and when he came near where Mana
was burning the fire, he asked, "0
man of God, what are you doing in
this wilderness, in front of this fire?"
Mana told him the whole story.
So that thief told him, "Okay, why
don't you take all the wealth which
I have, and you transfer or give me
the order of your Master?"
That dear one, that thief, appreciated and obeyed the order of Guru
Arjan Dev even though it was not
given to him. He got it from Mana
and in that way he was liberated.
Whereas when Mana was coming
towards his home carrying all that
wealth, the police came, and you
know that the person who has all the
stolen goods is considered to be the

thief, so he was arrested and he was
punished for that.
So we should not follow the example of Mana we should do what
our Master tells us to do. If the Master tells us to cut the grass, we should
do it. If the Master tells us to fetch
the water, we should do it. What-

ever our Master tells us to do, we
should do it. It is always beneficial
for us to obey the orders of the Master exactly in the way He has given
them to us.
All of you please close your eyes
and start meditating.
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